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At the end of 90s, observations showed that the universe expands under a phase of
positive acceleration.�e cosmological concordance model, based on introducing
a cosmological constant Λ, is jeopardized by several issues, which do not allow
cosmologists to conclude that it represents the �nal paradigm to explain the
observed cosmic speedup. A�er about 20 years the issues associated with Λ still
remain unsolved. As a consequence, several models have been introduced adding
a new ingredient, dubbed dark energy, which enters Einstein’s equations. Since dark
energy’s origin has not been yet clari�ed, reconstructing the universe dynamics by
means of model-independent techniques, that is, the ones which do not need to
postulate the cosmologicalmodel a priori, has reached great consensus. In particular,
once framing the universe dynamics in a model-independent way, one infers the
corresponding cosmological model with a sort of back scattering procedure, in which
dark energy’s evolution is recovered in terms of either cosmic time or the redshi�.
Among all, everymodel-independent approachmight be able to compare theoretical
expectations directly with cosmic and/or astronomical data. Although appealing,
all these schemes are o�en unable to distinguish with arbitrary accuracy di�erent
cosmological models, leading to a severe degeneracy problem, and are therefore still
open challenges for present-time cosmology.

�is special issue aims to focus on the main aspects, problems, applications, and
solutions of model-independent scenarios in the widest sense. Particular attention
is devoted to new kinematic aspects of dark energy’s equation of state and to model-
independent reconstructions of its evolution as the universe expands, that is, at
both late and early times. Potential topics are based on involving a large number
of frameworks which are able to face the problem of dark energy without making
use of any ad hoc assumptions. Particularly welcome for the special issue are the
investigations of galaxy lensing, cosmography, non-Gaussian methods, state�nder
diagnostics, polynomial reconstructions, and so forth. In general, all topics related
to theoretical and experimental treatments which face the problem of dark energy
bymeans ofmodel-independent assumptions. Particularly, eventual new approaches
based on distinguishing models with di�erent Hubble rate today, that is, H0, and/or
working on the problems of thermodynamics in the framework of homogeneous and
inhomogeneous cosmologies are warmly considered, as well as possible solutions to
the cosmic degeneracy useful to alleviate the problems a�icting current state of the
art of cosmology.

Potential topics include but are not limited to the following:

�eoretical and observational parameterizations of dark energy models
E�ective dark energy models from extended theories of gravity
�e degeneracy problem of cosmological models
Uni�ed dark energy and dark matter models
Cosmography on background and early-cosmologies
Universe kinematics from space-time symmetries
Challenges and alternatives to the cosmological concordance paradigm
Particle cosmology and early time constraints on the CMB measurements
�ermodynamics and reconstructions of dark energy’s equation of state
Alternative methods of dark energy diagnostics

Authors can submit their manuscripts through the Manuscript Tracking System at
https://mts.hindawi.com/submit/journals/ahep/mitd/.
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